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1 818 
CIRCUITRY FOR CHROMATIC PROCESSING IN GOLDFISH 
HORIZONTAL CELLS: THE FEEDBACK-CASCADE MODEL, 
SEVENTEEN YEARS LATER. 
Stell. William K. 
Department of Anatomy and Lions’ Sight Centre, The University of 
Calgary, 3330 Hospital Dr. NW, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 4Nl 

The so-called “Stell model” (let’s not forget Lightfoot, Wheeler and 
Leeper) followed from detailed anatomical studies, reasonable 
assumptions about function, and arguments of simplicity and 
consistency. The observed selectivities of different CHC types for 
different sets of cones were consistent with a cascade from 
monophasic to biphasic to triphasic CHCs. At first we expected the 
coupling pathway to be feed-forward, but ultimately the typespecific 
structure of cone-CHC contacts and the apparent absence of HC-HC 
synapses argued more persuasively for feed-back. 

The newer Kamermans/Spekreijse model explains many HC 
functions not addressed by our model, but one of its key premises - 
that all CHCs receive from all cone types - is poorly supported. In 
contrast, the selective pattern of cone-CHC connections in goldfish is 
well documented, and the feedback-cascade model has survived 
scrutiny by diverse methods in many teleostean species. What is 
needed is not to discard this model, but to account for unexplained 
functions with additional circuit elements or pathways. Cone 
telodendrons may comprise one such pathway, interplexiform cells 
perhaps another. 

[Supported by the NIH and MRC(Canada)l 

2 819 
CONE - HORIZONTAL CO?RIIXXIVITY IN CYPRINID FISH : 
CHARACTBRIZATION OF FEED-FORWARD ANil PKKD-BACK 

Djamgoz, M.B.A., Downing, J.E.G., Greenstreet, E.H. 

Neurobiology Group, Department of Biology, Imperial College 
of Science, Technology and Hedicine, London SW7 ZBB, U.K. 

Cone - horizontal cell connectivity has been investigated in 
the retina of the roach, a common European eyrinid fish, 
Iusing a variety of intracellular recording, staining and 
neuro-pharmacological methods, and electron microscopy. 
Spectral identities of the cone pedicles were determined 
according to ribbon number. Hl, Ii2 and H3 horizontal cells 
were identified electcophysiologically and stained with 
either horseradish peroxidase or biocyti”. The connectivity 
patterns observed were in agreement overall with the 
‘feed-back model’ of spectral opponency in horizontal cells. 
nowever, deviations from the model were found. In 
particular, spectral responses of horizontal cells were 
highly variable depending on the adaptation state of the 
retinae. It is proposed that cone - horizontal cell 
connectivity in cyprinid fish retina is highly ordered but 
dynamic. Functional consequences and species-dependence of 
cone-horizontal cell connectivity generally will be 
discussed. 

3 820 
THE MODEL OF COLOR OPPONRNCY IN HORIZONTAL CELLS 

v. v. 
Institute for Problems of Information Transmission, Academy of 
Sciences, Moscow, Russia 

According to circuitry proposed by St.41 and Fuortes, R/G C-type 
horizontal cells (HC) receive direct chemical inputs fmm green 
cones and, therefore, respond with hyperpolarlzation to blue light 
and their depolarizing response to red light is due to sign- 
inverting feedback from L-type HCe. The modal we developed is 
based on an electrical feedback mechanism described in detail 
earlier and involves the nonlinearity of HC nonsynaptic 
membrane as measured experimentally. The variable parameter 
in the model is the relative weighting of direct inputs from red 
and green cones. With appropriately selected parameters the 
model is able to reproduce phenomena such as opponent 
responses to blue and red lights in R/G C-cells and mutual 
enhancement of blue and red responses in L- and WG C-cells. It 
is also possible to model the unusual phenomenon, in R/G C-cells 
of some fishes, of the inversion of the depolarlzdng red response t.o 
a hyperpolarizing response with moderate blue baokgrounds. 

S.238 


